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who is allah what is the origin of belief in allah - answer allah is an arabic word that means god or more accurately the
god in western culture it is commonly believed that the word allah is used exclusively by muslims to describe their god but
this is not actually true, who is allah the religion of islam - this is because allah is a word in the arabic language
equivalent to the english word god with a capital g additionally the word allah cannot be made plural a fact which goes hand
in hand with the islamic concept of god, is allah really the god almighty brother john reveals - now there dwelt in mecca
a god called allah he was the provider the most powerful of all the local deities the one to whom every meccan turned in
time of need but for all his power allah was a remote god at the time of muhammad however he was on the ascendancy,
who is allah understanding god in islam the conversation - the qur an refers to allah as the lord of the worlds unlike the
biblical yahweh sometimes misread as jehovah he has no personal name and his traditional 99 names are really epithets, is
allah really merciful seekersguidance - had allah willed you and i would not exists you and i would not breathe you and i
would be forever hungry be forever in fear be forever in pain we must reflect upon this and thank him for that above and
beyond this allah has given us the chance to abide in paradise for ever and ever and ever, who really is allah yahoo
answers - allah is the standard arabic name for god derived from al ilah the god 1 2 the term is best known in the west for
its use by muslims as a reference to god 3, is allah actually baal judeo christian church - the bible both in the old
testament as well as the book of revelation in the new testament refer to a god called baal some believe that there are
correlations between baal and the muslim god allah some even believe that allah is just a modern name for the same entity
to muslims the answer is clearly no, the pagan origin of the word allah islam is paganism - what scholars say about the
origin of the word allah encyclopedia of religion and ethics i 664 comment allah is a term muslims use to distinguish their
moon god the term was in existence before muhammad was born however it has no history of use outside the arabic world
as muslims claim, do christians and muslims worship the same god - in the islamic faith allah is not only a different
name for god the deity it designates is far more impersonal than the god of the bible father the very name that jesus gave us
as the designated name for use in prayer is a name that simply does not fit allah as depicted in the quran furthermore
muslims claim that allah has no son
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